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his methods of determining the true reading in Ptolemy's Geography are
lamentably crude. He regards the Latin translations in the early printed
texts as independent witnesses—so that, even though his conclusion be
correct, it cannot be accepted till some one else who has had some palaeo-
graphical training has gone over the ground. The evidence given in
this book seems to carry the apostle to Persia and Afghanistan, and
no further. T. N.

Sir David (in religion, Dom Oswald) Hunter Blair has brought" out a
second edition of his translation of The Rule of St. Benedict (London :
Sands [1906]). The Latin text has no critical value, except as repre-
senting the late-medieval form'accepted at Monte Cassino; but the
translation is scholarly and in excellent English, and can be recom-
mended without reserve. If a layman may venture to dispute the
translator's accuracy in one. monastic term we should be inclined to
object to the use of the technical word 'server' for the septimanarii
coquinae (p. 108). The few notes at the end of the volume are learned
and helpful; but it is not the case that ' all the manuscripts' read
typo in ch. xxxi. The St. Gall MS. of the eighth century has the
correct tifo, i.e. typho. K.

I titoli di nobiltd nell' Italia bizantina, by Signor Guido Bonolis
(Florence: Seeber, 1905), is a useful contribution to the history of the
titles patricius, consul, comes, and dux. The following points may be
noted. We know definitely from the formula of Cassiodorus that in
his time the patriciate was a dignity held for life, and it is reasonable to
suppose that this was so from its institution by Constantine. There are,
however, two texts which have made it possible to argue that it was at
first only temporary. The first occurs in the Acts of the first session of
the Council of Chalcedon : airb i7rdp)^ov KCU VTrarmv Kai irarpiKuav. But in
the Acts of the second session, as the author points out, we find the same
senators designated dn-d l-n-apx^v KOX wrarwv KOX TrarpUio^, and this makes
it virtually certain that in the first case irarpucuov is a scribe's error for
irarpiKios. The other text occurs in a constitution of Zeno (Cod. Just. 8,
24, 8): patricio vel expatricio. Bonolis is probably right in explaining
expatricio as meaning a patrician who had vacated some post that at
that time was generally entrusted to a man of that rank. In any case,
this text is isolated, and we may consider it established that Constan-
tino's new patricians received, as we should expect, the title for life. In
investigating the comitiva, it would have been well if Bonolis had con-
sulted what has been written on the subject by Seeck. The same
question arises here : whether the comitiva was for life or not. Bonolis
reaches the conclusion that the comites certi officii lost the title on laying
down their office, but that the comitiva of the three ordines was for life.
He points out that the traffic in honorary titles which was discouraged in
the fifth century increased under Justinian; in whose time ex-consul
displaced the old consularis. Later, ex-consul is superseded by consul
(UJTOTOS) ; for a considerable period the two terms are used indifferently
(as in the Liber Pontificalis). (The note on p. 48 is not intelligible.
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